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but something doesnt feel right most of us stay stuck in the dissatisfaction because we dont know what to do with our 
feelings here o monks a disciple lets his mind pervade one quarter of the world with thoughts of unselfish joy and so 
the second and so the third and so the fourth One Buddha is Not Enough: A Story of Collective Awakening: 
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1 of 1 review helpful is in a way a good look at Buddhism in action By Sarah Dixon This account of how Thich Nnat 
Hanh and his monks and nuns behaved when he was gravely ill and how hospital staff and the followers whose retreat 
went on without him reacted to his absence is in a way a good look at Buddhism in action 0 of 0 review helpful 
Inspiring By FrankDC Very in How do we learn to believe in ourselves and not just rely on our spiritual teachers This 
question often directly posed to Thich Nhat Hanh as Who will be your successor was answered in August of 2009 
when over a thousand people came to Colorado to spend a week with Zen Master Thich Nhat Hanh only to find he was 
in the hospital and wouldn rsquo t be able to lead the retreat The result of this event is One Buddha Is Not Enough a 
book on how to become your own t About the Author Thich Nhat Hanh is one of the most revered Zen teachers in the 
world today His best selling books include Happiness and Peace Is Every Step He lives in Plum Village in southwest 
France where he gardens writes and teaches the a 
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